
From the Pavilion Committee and Maintenance Team
 
The pavilion committee has overall responsibility for ensuring that our facilities meet 
the needs of the members and are maintained to a high standard. We welcome 
suggestions for improvements to the pavilion and its equipment and offers of help. 
We also appreciate information when maintenance issues arise. 
It would be appreciated if these suggestions are put to one of the committee 
members in the first instance as it is often necessary to coordinate activities and 
avoid clashes with scheduled repairs and maintenance.
 A number of points that have arisen:

 After a recent family house cleanout, Gordon and Judith Watson have given 
the club enough rubbish bags to last at least ten years or more. Many thanks 
to you both.

 
 We now have a new clock overlooking the Orchard green, which has been 

kindly donated by the family of the late Peter Carter. A suitably engraved 
plaque has been installed in his memory.

 The television screen in the lounge was donated by John Hay. Thanks John.

 As part of numerous compulsory compliance requirements we carry out two 
fire evacuation drills per year. Particularly for new members benefit please 
read the blue notices throughout the building, take note of fire equipment 
locations and assemble if required ASAP along the Avonhead Road boundary 
fence line until clearance is given.

 
 Bill Fowlie has offered to act as the club’s Health and safety Officer. Medical 

supplies are housed in the ladies’ locker room and the potential lifesaving 
defibrillator is mounted on the wall in the main foyer.

 
 With our club’s annual power account exceeding $10,500 we all need to take 

individual responsibility in turning off unnecessary appliances and lighting. We
have a fantastic pavilion and assets, which we need to protect from possible 
fire and at the same time save the club funds. Ongoing problem areas include
the upstairs bar dishwasher, sound system and the five heat pumps. We look 
forward to improvements by all members.

 
 Our lounge sound system is an expensive electronic unit and is subject to 

overheating if left on. Please turn off at wall switch and microphones after use 
and be operated only by authorized personnel. No tampering please.

 
 A replacement fridge freezer has recently been installed in the upstairs 

kitchen. A two element Hob has been added for convenience.
 

 Security     :- We have 11 outside doors, 3 gates and an alarm system to check 
or lock before leaving premises along with the other internal checks. If any 
members have issues with security or operation of pavilion equipment please 
give Graham Lowery a call.

 



 Heat Pumps:-  Please refrain from altering settings unless you are authorized 
or experienced to do so.

 
        As willing volunteers our aim is to maintain our premises to a high 
standard. We don’t pretend to be perfect, but we do try to be cost effective 
and efficient in all maintenance areas.

 
Graham Lowery / Don Lyall
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